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Janice Tucker Rhoda's phenomenally successful series, The ABCs of Violin, owes much of its
success to the wonderful original material and to the sensitive arrangements of classical, folk,
fiddle and other popular melodies. This best selling instruction book is the perfect start for a
beginner of any age on the Violin. The many melodies plus short warm-up exercises and study
pieces advance students technically in an easy and enjoyable way. Simple duets, scales, a note-
reading worksheet, a glossary of music terms and symbols and practice chart are also included
along with many graphs to show left-hand finger placement.*After purchasing the ABCs of Violin
for the Absolute Beginner, Book 1, you will be able to download MP3s of the performances and
a PDF file of the piano accompaniments. The "Download Code" with complete directions is on
the inside flap of the front cover. Simply enter the code at carlfischer.com.*Download all 66
performance tracks. 33 tracks of Violin solos with Piano accompaniments, and 33 tracks of
Piano accompaniments by themselves. *Performances by violinist Emil Altschuler and pianist
Artem Belogurov. Mr. Altschuler is a protégé of Erick Friedman and Dorothy DeLay. He plays the
ABCs of Violin Book 1 MP3s with passion, sensitivity and elegance. Mr. Belogurov is known for
his verve, wit, and delicatesse. COMPANION DVDs & BOOKS:*ABCs of Violin for the Absolute
Beginner DVD reviews posture, reading music, bow technique, rosining the bow, pizzicato
(plucking the strings), tuning, counting and the metronome.*ABCs of Violin for the Intermediate
Player DVD contains all pieces in ABCs of Violin Books 1 and 2.*Complete Technique for Violin,
Book 1 contains studies and exercises for the advanced beginner to upper level student.*ABCs
of Duets for Violin book contains duets in first and third positions.*ABCs of String
Orchestra Violin parts I and II for additional reinforcement.

Extremely clear and beautifully organized, The ABCs of Violin are a truly valuable resource for
every teacher of students in the early stages of exploring the instrument. They are immensely
helpful not only in laying the essential groundwork, but also in making the process enjoyable. --
Dorothy DeLay, Violin Pedagogue, Juilliard SchoolFrom the AuthorIt is never too late to begin
playing Violin, Viola, Cello, Double Bass and other musical instruments. Read my popular article:
Why do Adults Learn to Play Violin Quicker than Children? abcsofstrings.com/
learnviolinquick.html ~Janice Tucker Rhoda, Author ABCs of Strings and Complete
TechniqueTABLE OF CONTENTS for ABCs of Violin for the Absolute Beginner, Book 1:
(Excludes Warm-ups and Studies)Mary Had A Little LambSkipping And Walking FingersJingle
BellsMy DreydlOde To Joy (Beethoven)Twinkle, Twinkle Little StarGo Tell Aunt
RhodyLullabyDancing PartnersSchool Is Out!London BridgeAlouetteFrere JacquesViolin
Concerto Theme (Beethoven)Long, Long AgoPop! Goes The WeaselThe ClownAu Claire De La
LuneNew World Symphony (Dvorak)Lightly RowA Shakespeare PlayMerry-Go-RoundPlaying



SoccerOver The OceanHome On The RangeO Come, All Ye Faithful (Adeste Fideles)Child's
PlayChinese River FlowingBobbing For ApplesIrish Washer WomanWaves Of The SeaThe
Hope (Hatikvah)Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring (Bach)A Major ScaleD Major ScaleG Major Scale6
Easy DuetsWorksheet naming notesGlossaryPractice ChartFrom the Inside FlapSee "From the
Author" for Table of ContentsAbout the AuthorJanice Tucker Rhoda's biography is included in
Marquis Who's Who in America, Who's Who of American Women and Who's Who in the World.
She designed her path-breaking instruction series, The ABCs of Strings, to encourage students
of all ages to play the Violin, Viola, Cello and Double Bass. She has given clinics and courses at
colleges worldwide and has served as an adjudicator for solo competitions. Her Complete
Technique books for Violin, Viola, Cello and Double Bass is a new series introduced in
2014.Read more
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Arica, “Good practice. I wish they had an online access vs the CD. I don’t have a CD player so I
can’t play along with it. But overall good”

SMD, “Very good.. My son is 11 and I have been encouraging him to play an instrument for a
while. He chose the violin. The only musical experience he has is on the recorder. He does
have an instructor, but he only goes once per week for half an hour. She encouraged us to go
with the suzuki method. So I have the suzuki book and this one (The ABC's of violin.) I have to
say that I prefer this one. I played clarinet in high school band. So I was able to figure out the
notes with the suzuki method simply because I have prior knowledge. However, this would be
very difficult for a child without that ability. The ABC's of violin approach it in a much more logical
way. They introduce a note or two and then give a song or exercise with those same notes.
Then, it builds and adds more notes over time. And adds more songs based on what you have
learned. The CD makes it easy to make sure you are getting it right. This method (learn the
notes and then incorporate and play them slowly and building as you go) is the way that I am
used to approaching music. The suzuki method just seems all over the place to me. My son is a
logical thinker and this makes more sense to him. Plus, the songs in this book are traditional
songs that he recognizes. I'd definitely recommend this book. There isn't a very detailed
fingering guide so if you don't have an instructor, I'd recommend one of the fret boards to help
with that. But this is a decent starting point. It will get you playing some easy songs and give
you a feeling of accomplishment.”

happypup, “dull for first few tunes but teaches well and improves rapidly. Update to review
2/2/13Okay, I gave this 3 stars at first but the more I have worked with this book, the more I have
liked it. Yes, you do still need to get over the initial hurdle of twinkle twinkle etc which to me are
still painfully boring but there are also a few duet pieces to these thrown in which you can play
the melody to as it plays the harmony or vice versa and to be honest you can start to sound
more like "violin" with even such basics as mary had a little lamb, than you ever thought
possible. I do also feel like the graded exercises before each song are actually quite helpful in
getting you through the technical difficulties of the upcoming song. SO I have upraded this to 4
stars now. The end result - yes, give it more than just the first glance!Simple, easy to follow, and
written with a cheerful positive outlook by JTR. Only problem for me was that the tunes include
childhood standards such as twinkle twinkle and mary had a little lamb which, while I
understand the reason (the player knows these tunes internally already so when practicing you
know instinctively if you are doing it wrong) it still makes for really dull playing as - who wants to
play that? Who wants to have someone else hear you play that? While you will learn and it is
progressive and logical, it is not till you get to the very last part of the book that you will start to
learn songs you would consider 'performing' for interested friends and family.”



Bethany Wigtil, “As expected. The book arrived in the quickest time possible and arrived as
expected.”

Derek Wood, “Best Beginner Violin Book for Self Teaching (IMO). I started playing violin about a
year ago and ordered three beginner books (ABC's, Essential Elements for Strings, and Suzuki)
to try them out and see which I liked the most for learning violin without a teacher. I thought
ABC's had the best learning curve for techniques and was organized really well in teaching violin
skills and I really liked the eclectic songs that they used. ABC's also did a good job of picking the
right songs to help teach each "lesson", for instance learning how to slur in the end of the
book.Suzuki was also a good book, but I could tell going through it that it was geared more
towards having a teacher. It also had a steeper learning curve in the beginning.Essential
Elements did the best at explaining technique and fingerings but I didn't like the song choices as
much as in ABC's or Suzuki. However I did find it to be better for self teaching than Suzuki.P.S. If
you get this book, definitely use the CD that it comes with. I can't stress enough how much it
helps to hear the song being played to get a sense of the style and pace of the music. Best of
luck in your violin endeavors!”

Colin Macrae, “A, B, C is all you need. It was for my daughter. She says it's a good book and
helpful for the begginer...”

Dr. How, “Very useful book for teaching a beginner.. The book starts from complete basics. The
exercises and tunes in the book are all numbered, so it is easy to set work for my pupil to do
during the week.The "warm-up" exercises are useful for teaching fingering and can also be used
for bowing. The CD which comes with the book will also be useful. I have not used it yet, but
expect it to be useful later.”

HonestBob, “Excellent Book with Super finger board chart. Other half delighted with book and is
enjoying playing tunes despite only having 5 lessons on violin so far! Would recommend this
book!”

megan rosenberg, “This is an amazing book to learn to play - very clear description. This is an
amazing book to learn to play - very clear description, very easy to understand. I love it”

The book by Tom Waits has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 520 people have provided feedback.
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